
I think about space all the time, how people interact with their surroundings, 

how we create environments that suit us. Architecture would be meaningless 

without people.  –artist Rebecca Ward

Rebecca Ward: thickly sliced    



CAM Raleigh is proud to present Texas born artist Rebecca 

Ward in her largest museum exhibition to date. Her exhibition, 

thickly sliced, transforms the Independent Weekly Gallery, 

creating unexpected pathways that inspire visitors to recon-

sider how we perceive our surroundings. 

Ward’s site-specific works are intricate and thoughtfully 

planned geometric installations applied to an interior in a way 

that comments on the site’s architecture. Ward’s signature 

medium is tape — be it electrical tape, duct tape or mask-

ing tape. Through this medium she explores the unique 

structures of the sites in which her installations are situated. 

Ward’s installation embraces all aspects of the gallery space, 

utilizing the intimate nooks between columns and walls 

that might otherwise go unnoticed. She has taken the most 

basic art element, the humble line, and lifted it into three 

dimensions. She allows a framework of lines to move intently 

through the gallery, making sharp angles to continue purposely 

along their path. The gallery columns are now clothed with 

bright red and yellow stripes, transforming both line and space.  

The walls and floors of a room act as a multi-dimensional 

canvas to display the lines of my installation. Similarly, 

paintings hold the same architectural qualities as walls 

and floors. The edges of a canvas act as architecture 

much as a column or support beam does in a room. 

 –artist Rebecca Ward

Ward created a colorful gallery that is immediately playful 

with its circus-like stripes and dizzying grids. Further 

consideration reveals a deliberate plan and underlying 

GALLERY TALK

Friday, October 7, 2011 | 7:00 p.m. Artist Talk. Reception to 

follow.  Free with admission.  Limited seating is available. 

structure to the works. The linear compositions are a picture 

of control and tension.  Weight, stickiness and span are all 

carefully considered.  Even slack loops suspended from the 

ceiling exude tension, their exposed adhesive threatening 

to bond with anything given the chance.  Process oriented, 

Ward’s fascination with her materials shows through her 

unapologetic display of their inherent qualities.  She lets tape 

be sticky, canvas be wrinkly. 

Careful execution coupled with chaos, the works are still an 

exercise in chance.  A beautiful contradiction to all this tension 

and stickiness is the works’ impermanence. Ward’s site-specific 

artworks are designed to be temporary. Working in this 

manner allows Ward to remain unattached, to let go of a 

perceived preciousness of artwork.

When you’re trying to make something that lasts forever, 

is archival, and is marketable, that’s a lot to handle. If 

that pressure was taken off all artwork, can you imagine 

what we would make?  –artist Rebecca Ward

This is the second exhibition in the Emerging Artists Series in 

the Independent Weekly Gallery.

-Kate Shafer

Gallery and Exhibitions Manager

Rebecca Ward: thickly sliced
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1. The Condiments, acrylic, 

masking tape on linen 

2. Mordecai, acrylic, masking 

tape on linen

3. Impulsive Purple, acrylic, 

spray paint, latex on canvas 

4. Consider the Circle, acrylic, 

spray paint, latex on canvas

5. Lucky Strike, latex, spray 

paint on canvas

6. Rifta Pachyptila, acrylic on 

canvas

7. Mr. Misunderstanding, 

acrylic on canvas

8. Hungry Neck North, acrylic 

on linen

9. Le cheval a ses cheveux, 

electrical tape, found object, 

wiring, light bulb.

10. Untitled, light bulbs, wiring, 

found object

11. The Triangle, duct tape, 

gaffers tape

12. Richard Drew II, masking tape

13. The Wood Pile, masking 

tape, gaffers tape

14. The Pit, acrylic, masking 

tape, gaffers tape

15. Tape Totem, masking tape, 

gaffers tape, duct tape

16. Cherie Berry, masking 

tape, gaffers tape

ARTIST BIO

Rebecca Ward (born 1984, Waco, Texas) is an emerging artist living and working in New York City. She 

obtained a BA in Fine Arts from the University of Texas in Austin and is currently completing an MFA at the 

School of Visual Arts in New York. Solo and two-person exhibitions include CAM Raleigh, Contemporary Art 

Museum, Raleigh, NC; Milk Gallery, Istanbul, Turkey; Charlotte Street Foundation Paragraph Gallery, Kansas 

City, MO; Finesilver Gallery, Houston, TX; Lawndale Art Center, Houston, TX; The Donkey Show, Austin, TX. 

Group exhibitions include Fundação Casa França-Brasil, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; CAA NY MFA Area Exhibition, 

Hunter College/Times Square Gallery, New York, NY; Scion Space. Nova Artscapes, Culver City, CA; Visual 

Arts Center, Austin, TX; Museum of Image and Sound, Sao Paolo, Brazil; Mini Dutch Gallery, Chicago, IL; Domy 

Books. Prismatak, Houston, TX; Box 13 Artspace. Architecture of Perception, Houston, TX; Austin Museum 

of Art, Austin, TX; Blue Star Contemporary Art, San Antonio, TX; Grace Museum, Abilene TX; Diverseworks, 

Houston, TX; Step Gallery, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ; Texas Biennial, Austin, TX; Art Palace Gallery, 

Austin, TX; Art Palace Gallery, Portland, OR; Mass Gallery, Austin, TX; Arthouse at the Jones Center, Austin, TX. 

Commissions and public projects include Kate Spade, New York.  Aoyama Flagship 2009, Tokyo, Japan; Kate 

Spade, New York. Broome Street Flagship, 2010, New York, NY; First Night Austin 2007, Austin, TX. Fellowships 

and awards include a nomination for Best Austin Artist by the Austin Critics Table; Undergraduate Research 

Fellowship Grant; Bernard and Audre Rapoport Scholarship.
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CAM Raleigh is a partnership between the community and 

North Carolina State University’s (NC State) College of Design. 



BECOME A MEMBER 

The best way to experience CAM Raleigh is  

by becoming a member. Stay involved, show 

your support, and get special access to the 

latest exhibitions. Become a member at 

camraleigh.org/join or inquire at the front desk. 

CAM Raleigh 

409 W. Martin Street 

Raleigh, NC 27603

(919) 513-0946

camraleigh.org

facebook.com/camraleigh 

Twitter: @camraleigh

MISSION

CAM Raleigh curates the most contemporary works of 

art and design where the public can directly encounter 

the work and ideas of those still emerging, growing, 

and living. CAM Raleigh aspires to engage a broad and 

diverse audience, generate a sense of community, and 

spark new thinking by creating experiences that explore 

what’s now and nearing. 

Things to consider 

Rebecca Ward’s site-specific installations embrace architecture as a collaborator. What are other ways that 

you can collaborate with architecture? 

What is your favorite part of the exhibition – is it a corner of the gallery or a painting on the wall? 

About the Emerging Artist Series

CAM Raleigh is the only museum in the region with a dedicated gallery for emerging 

artists and designers. Through exhibiting emerging artists whose work is still in progress 

and fresh from the studio, CAM Raleigh celebrates the diversity of artistic expression 

and places the artist at the center of the community.  CAM Raleigh supports early career 

contemporary artists in an atmosphere where they are encouraged to foster a cross-

fertilization of ideas and dynamic interaction with visitors. Visitors from all walks of life will 

often have a chance to meet and exchange ideas with the artists celebrated in this series. 

CAM Raleigh’s Independent Weekly Gallery features the Emerging Artist Series. 


